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NONANALYTICSOLUTIONS OF CERTAINLINEAR PDE'S
BY

E. C. ZACHMANOGLOU
Abstract. It is shown that il P is a linear partial differential operator with analytic
coefficients, and if M is an analytic submanifold of codimensions 3 in R", which is
partially characteristic with respect to P and satisfies certain additional conditions,
then one can find, in a neighborhood of any point of M, solutions of the equation
Pu = 0 which are flat or singular precisely on M. The additional condition requires
that a nonhomogeneous Laplace equation in two variables possesses a solution with
a strong extremum at the origin. The right side of this nonhomogeneous equation is
a homogeneous polynomial in two variables with coefficients being repeated Poisson
brackets of the real and imaginary parts of the principal symbol of P.

1. Introduction. Let £ = P(x, D) be a linear partial differential operator of order
m > 1 with complex valued coefficients which are defined and analytic in an open
subset ñ of R". Theorem 2 of [1] asserts that if M is an analytic manifold in ß, which
is partially characteristic with respect to £ and satisfies certain additional conditions,
then one can find, in a neighborhood of any point of M, solutions of the homogeneous equation

(1.1)

P(x,D)u

= 0

which are (a) flat on M and analytic and nowhere vanishing in its complement, or
(b) singular on M and analytic in its complement. In [3] it is shown that, under the
same assumptions on M, one can find solutions of (1.1) which are flat or singular
precisely on any analytic submanifold of M. In [4] new assumptions were introduced
under which one can again find solutions of (1.1) which are flat or singular precisely
on M. A basic new feature of [4] is that at a point (x, £) where the principal symbol
pm(x, ü) of £ vanishes, it is assumed that the ¿-gradients of the real and imaginary
parts of pm are linearly independent.
In this paper we go much further in the direction of [4] and express the condition
which guarantees the existence of solutions of (1.1) which are flat or singular on M,
by requiring that a certain nonhomogeneous two-dimensional Laplace equation has
a solution possessing a strong extremum.
Let us recall some notation. We set

(1.2)

A(xA) = RePmixA),

B(x,t)

= lmpm(x,t)

and denote by HA and HB the Hamilton fields of A and B,

°-3)

Ha=£A$à~&à)-
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HAB is known as the Poisson bracket of A and B. For any point y = (jc, £) in the
cotangent bundle £*ß, Hörmander's integer k [2] is defined by

(1.4)

k = k(y; A, B) = sup{j:j 6 N,ffCi • • ■HC/_C,(y) = 0,
for 1 < / <y and C¡ = A or B, i > l}.

Thus /c is the smallest integer such that there is at least one repeated Poisson bracket
of A and £ with k H's which does not vanish at y.
The theorem proved in this paper requires that the manifold M is of codimension
3. For simplicity in this introduction we state the result for the special case in which
Mis a point in R3.
"Let x° E ß C R3 and suppose that for some £° G R3\0:
(i)pm(x°,t°)

= 0,

(ii) gradf A(x°, ¿°) and grad¿ £(x°, £°) are linearly independent,
(iii) in a neighborhood of the origin of the (t, 5)-plane, there is a homogeneous
solution v — v(t, s) of the equation
(1.5)

o„ + vss = (tHA + sHB)k~]HAB\(xo^

having a strong extremum at the origin. Then, in a neighborhood of x° one can find
solutions of (1.1) which are flat or singular precisely at x°."
It should be noted that the right side in (1.5) is a homogeneous polynomial of

degree k — 1 in t and s, where k = k(x°, ¿°; A, B) is defined by (1.4). Thus the
homogeneous solution v of equation (1.5) required by condition (iii) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k + 1 in t and s. Moreover condition (iii) implies that k
must necessarily be odd. Obviously, when k = 1, condition (iii) is always satisfied
since the right side of (1.5) is, in this case, the nonzero constant HAB \(xa¿oy
When k = 3, equation (1.5) is
(1.6)

v„ + o„ = at2 + 2bts + C52

where
(1.7)

a = HAHAB\,xojOy,

b-HAHBHAB\ixoio)
c = H¡HAB\,xo

= HBHAHAB\ixor0),

(0).

It can be shown that the necessary and sufficient condition for equation ( 1.6) to have
a homogeneous solution with a strong extremum at the origin is

(1.8)

(a + cf + 32(ac-b2)>0.

Thus, in the case k = 3, assumption (iii) can be replaced by the more explicit
condition (1.8) involving the repeated Poisson brackets of A and £ with 3 H's. This
condition is weaker than the one used in [4], namely ac — b2 > 0, and does not
require that the right side of ( 1.6) is a positive definite quadratic form. Indeed when

a = 1 and b = 0, (1.8) is satisfied if and only if c > -17 + /(17)2 - 1 .
An illustration is provided by the vector field in R3,

L = 9, + ioí + íg(í,í)3x,
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where g(0, s) = 0. Assumptions (i) and (ii) are obviously satisfied if x° is given by
(x, t, s) = (0,0,0) and £° by (£, r, a) = (1,0,0). Moreover HA = 3,, and since
HAB = gr£ depends only on t, s and £, we may take HB — 35 in the computation of
the repeated Poisson brackets of A and £. Thus the integer k at (x°, £°) is the order
of the lowest order terms in the Taylor expansion of g and the right side of (1.5) if
(k — 1)! times the (k — l)-order terms of gt.
The statement of our theorem for a manifold of codimension 3 in R" is given in
§2. As in [1] the proof is based on the construction of a complex phase function, i.e.
a solution of the characteristic equation

(1-9)

/>„(*,*J = 0

in some open neighborhood U of a point x° on the manifold M, possessing the
following properties: (a) </>(x)= 0 if and only if x E M D U, (b) the values of (¡>in C
avoid the negative imaginary half-axis and (c) grad <f>¥= 0. Once such a phase
function has been constructed the end of the proof of the theorem proceeds as in §6

of[l].
In §3 we show that the assumptions of our theorem are invariant under multiplication of pm by a nonvanishing function. Indeed equation (1.5) itself remains invariant
under such a multiplication. The invariance is needed in the reduction of the
principal symbol to a first order symbol. This reduction is contained in §4 where we
also express condition (iii) in terms of appropriate local coordinates. The desired
phase function is constructed in §5 by solving a Cauchy problem with data
containing a (k + l)-order term with complex coefficient, the real and imaginary
parts of which are chosen to be certain multiples of two of the coefficients of a
solution of (1.5) having a strong extremum at the origin.

2. Statement of results.
Theorem 2.1. Let M be an analytic manifold in ß with codim M = 3 and suppose
that there is an analytic hypersurface 5 containing M such that for every y = (x, |) G 2,
where
(2.1)

2 = N*(S)\M = {(x,£);x

E M, | # 0 normal to 5 at x),

the following conditions are satisfied:

(l)Pm(y) = 0.
(II) The dimension of the space spanned by TXM and by the base projections of
HA(y) and HB(y) is n - 1.

(III) k = k(y; A, B) is constant.
(IV) In a neighborhood of the origin of the (t, s)-plane,
solution v — v(t, s) of the equation
(2.2)

there is a homogeneous

vlt + vss = (tHA+sHB)k-]HAB\y

having a strong extremum at the origin. Then, if x° is any point of M, the following
conclusions hold:
(a) There is an open neighborhood U of x° in ß and a solution u o/(l.l) in U such
that u E C°°(C/), u is fiat on M D U and u is analytic and nonvanishing in U\M.
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(b) For any integer p 3= m there is an open neighborhood Up of x° in ß and a solution
u of il.I) in Up such that u E CpiUp), u is analytic in Up\M and u is not Cp + Xin any

neighborhoodof any point of M n Up.
Remark. Condition (IV) implies that the constant value of k on 2 must be odd.
Moreover, (IV) is always satisfied when k = 1.
3. Invariance of assumptions. The assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are obviously
invariant under analytic transformations of coordinates. This invariance is needed in
the reduction of pm to a first order symbol. For this reduction it is also necessary to
show that the assumptions are invariant under multiplication of pm by a nonvanishing function. For assumptions (II) and (III) this was done in [4]. For assumption
(IV) we have
Lemma 3.1. Equation (2.2) iand hence assumption (IV)) is invariant under multiplication of pm by a nonvanishing function.

Proof. Let
(3.1)

q = a + iß,

a2 + ß2^0,

be a nonvanishing function defined and analytic near the fixed point y0 G S and set

Pm = qPm= (« + iß)iA + iB) = Ä + iB
where Ä = aA — ßB, B = ßA + aB. Introducing now the real parameters / and 5

we find that
(3.2)

tHA + sH¿ = t'HA + s'HB + £

where
(3.3)

t' = ta0 + sß0,

s' = -tß0 + sa0,

a0, ß0 being the values of a, ß at y° and £ is a linear combination of Ha and Hß with
coefficients having A or £ as factors, plus a linear combination of HA and HB with
coefficients vanishing at y°. We can now prove by induction on the integer/» > 1,

that
(3.4)

(tHA + sHSY = it'HA + s'HB)p + G

where G is a linear combination of differential operators of the form Hc Hc ■• • Hc ,
j — l,...,p, with C, being a, ß, A or £, and coefficients satisfying the following:
(i) If in a term all the C, are A or B, then either/' < p orj —p and the coefficient
of that term vanishes at y°.
(ii) If in a term at least one of the C¡ is a or ß, then the coefficient of that term
contains a factor of the form HE ■■■HE A or HE¡ ■■■HEB with E¡ being A or £

and h < p.
We also have
(3.5)

HA~B= (a2 + ß2)HAB + Q

where Q is a sum of terms having A or B as factors.
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Applying now (3.4) with/? = k — 1 to (3.5) and using the definition (1.4) of k, and
the forms of G and Q we obtain the formula
(3.6)

(tHA+sHB-)k-lHAB\yo

= (a2 + ßt)(t'HA

+ s'HBf~x

HAB\y0.

On the other hand, from (3.3) we have
(3.7)

vll + vss^(a2

+ ß2)(v,,t,

+ vs,s,).

Thus, equation (2.2) for pm is
vir + vs,s, = (t'HA +s'HB)k~lHAB\yo

which is equation (2.2) for pm, with t, s replaced by t', s'. The proof of the lemma is
now complete.

4. Reduction of the principal symbol. The factorization of the principal symbol was
carried out in [4]. We repeat here the result in a slightly simplified notation and with
a more convenient choice of signs.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose assumptions (I) and (II) of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then in a
neighborhood U of any point of M we can make an analytic change of variables with the
new variables centered at that point and denoted by

(x, t,s, y) = (x, t, s, yx,...,y,),

3 + /= n,

such that in U, S is given by x = 0 and M by
(4.1)

Af:x = i = 5 = 0

and in T*U, 2 is given by
(4.2)

S:x = i = 5 = 0,

T = a = 0,

T)= 0,

where £, t, a, r\ are the dual variables of x, t, s, y. Moreover in a neighborhood V of the
point y0 G 2 given by

(4.3)

y°:x = í = 5 = 0, y = 0, £=1,

t = a = 0, tj = 0,

the principal symbol pm = pm(x, t, s, y, £, t, a, r¡) can be written in the form

(4.4)

Pm = q[r-a

+ i(a-b

+ g)]

where q = <7(x, t, s, y, £, t, a, tj), a = a(x, t, s, y, £, a, r¡), b = b(x, s, y, £, a, tj), and
g = g(x, t, 5, y, £, a, tj) are analytic functions of their arguments, homogeneous with
respect to £, t, a, tj of degree m — I for q and 1 for a, b and g; q is complex valued and
nonvanishing while a, b and g are real valued and satisfy

(4.5)

(4.6)
(4.7)

a(x, t,s,y,

£,0,0) = 0,

b(x,s, y, £,0,0) = 0,
g(x,t,s,

grad a(x, t, s, y, £,0,0) = 0,

grad b(x, s, y, £,0,0) = 0,
y,£,o,ri)\,=0

= 0.

Since the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are invariant under multiplication by a
nonvanishing factor, these assumptions can be transferred to q'xpm. This allows us
to assume from now on that q = 1 in (4.4).
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that in addition to assumptions (I) and (II) we also have, for all

yes,
(4.8)

k(y,A,B)>k0

where k0 is a fixed integer > 1. Then

(4.9)

3,a3/g|2 = 0 if0<a

+ ß^ko-

1

and
(4.10)

(ÍHA + iHB)k'-lHAB\z

= {id, + 5-3J)'£o",9/g|2

for all it, s) GR2.
Proof. From (4.4) with q = 1 we have A = r — a, B = o — b + g. Hence

(4.11)
and

HAB = d,g-HaB

(4.12)

t~HA+sHB = dr + He

where

(4.13)

dr = t\ + sds

and
(4.14)

e = sg — ta —sb.

We will prove Lemma 4.2 by induction on k0. First, for k0 = 1, (4.9) follows from

(4.7) and (4.10) from (4.11) and (4.5). Assuming now that the lemma is valid for k0
we will prove it for k0 + 1. We must show that

(4.15)

k(y,A,B)>k0+l,

y E 2,

implies that

(4.16)

3,a3/g|j = 0 if 0 *s a + ß < k0

and
(4.17)

(tHA + sHB)koHAB\z = (id, + Ï3,)*°3,g|2.

From the induction hypothesis and since /c0 + 1 > k0 we know that (4.9) and (4.10)
hold. Thus in order to prove (4.16) it is only necessary to show it for a + ß = k0.

But this follows from

(4.18)

(i"3/+ 5-3s)^'3,g|2

= 0;

(m")£R!,

which results from (4.10) using (4.15) and the definition (1.4) of k. (Note that from
(4.7) we have 3/g |2 = 0 for ally.)
It remains to prove (4.17). From (4.12) we have (iHA + sHB)k° = (3, + He)k°.
Expanding

the right side and using repeatedly the formula drHe = Hd e + Hßr we

find that
(4.19)

(tH, + sH„) ° = 3*° + a linear combination with integer
V A
'
coefficients of terms of the form HdJleHdJ2e ■■■Hs,Pedj°
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where j0 -\-jx H-\-jp

+p = k0; j¡>0,i
have from (4.13) and (4.14),

(4.20)

= 0, 1,... ,p; p>

1. Now, for any j, we

HHe = F(dx+ £a3s+ F$, - F& - £,3T- Fß„ - £,3,,

where £ = (/3r + sds)J(sg — ta — sb). Since we always have./, < k0 — p < k0 — 1,

we conclude, using (4.5), (4.6), (4.16) and the fact that y-and £ are free on 2, that

(4.21)

HHxe|2 = F„ |23, + Fn\^y - Fx |29, = Px(ds, dy, d()

where P, denotes an / th order linear operator in the indicated derivatives. Next, since
j\ +J2^k0—p<k0
— 2, we always have j2 < k0 — 2, and using (4.20), (4.21),
(4.5), (4.6) and (4.16) we find that

H3{>eHdi2e
b = ^2(3^ 3y, 3|)Proceeding in this fashion we conclude that
(4.22)

Hd;leHd,2e ■■■H3jPe12 = £^(3^ 3^, 3{).

Of course some or all of the coefficients in these operators may be zero. In fact,
when/, = 0 all of the coefficients vanish since He |2 = 0 as follows from (4.21), (4.5),
(4.6) and (4.7). Consequently, dropping in (4.19) the terms withy, = 0 and using the
fact that in the remaining terms we must havey0 + p < k0 — 1, we conclude that

(4.23)

(tHA + sHB)k" = 3^o + £,o_,(3„ ds, dy,d().

Applying now (4.23) to (4.11) and using (4.16) and (4.5), we obtain (4.17). The proof
of Lemma 4.2 is complete.
We are now ready to express conditions (III) and (IV) of our theorem in terms of
the function g.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Then

(4.24)

g(0, t,s, y; 1,0,0) = gk(t,s; y) + (terms of degree > k + 1 mi, 5)

where'gk is a homogeneous polynomial

of degree k in t, s with coefficients analytic in y

and gki0, s; y) = 0. Moreover for each y near 0, the equation
(4.25)

v„ + vss = d,gkit,s;

y)

has a homogeneous solution vit, s; y) having a strong extremum when it, s) = (0,0).

Proof. (4.24) follows immediately from assertion (4.9) of Lemma 4.2 with k = k0.
Since d,gkit, s; y) consists of the terms of degree k — 1 in the (i, 5)-expansion of
3,g(0, t, s, y; 1,0,0), we have from Taylor's formula,

(4.26)

d,gk(t,s; y) =

]_

(id, + ^"Vb^.-

Combining (4.26) and assertion (4.10) of Lemma 4.2 with k = k0, we find that

(kllV(tHA

+ sHB)k~]HAB|2ji=1 = d,gk(t, s; y).
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The last assertion of Lemma 4.3 follows now from hypothesis (IV) of Theorem 2.1,
and the fact that this hypothesis is invariant under multiplication of the right side of
equation (2.2) by a nonvanishing factor.
Remark. Since g is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to £, a, tj, possibly after
replacing £ = 1 by £ = -1 in the definition (4.3) of the point y°, we may assume
without loss of generality that equation (4.25) has a homogeneous solution with a
strong maximum when (t, s) — (0,0).
5. Construction of the phase function.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that the functions a, b and g have the properties described in
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. Suppose also that for y near 0, equation (4.25) has a homogeneous
solution with a strong maximum when (t, s) = (0,0). Then there are real-valued
analytic functions C, = C,(y) and C2 = C2(y) defined near y = 0 such that the
solution of the Cauchy problem
(5.1)

</>,- a(x,

t, s, y, (bx, (bs, <i>y)+ i<bs
-ib(x,s,

(5.2)

y,(bx,(bs,(by)

+ ig(x,

(b(x,0, 5, y) = x + ix2 +[Cx(y)

t,s,

y,(bx,<j)s,<py) =0,

+ iC2(y)]sk+x

has the property
Re<i>(x, t, 5, y) = 0
{53)

lm(i>(x,t,s,

y)>

implies

k[x2

+ (t2 + s2)(k+X)/1]

in some neighborhood of the origin of R", for some positive constant K.

Proof. Expanding the solution <bof (5.1), (5.2) in powers of x we find that
(5.4)

<j>(x, t,s,

y) = x + ix2 + <?0(t, s, y) + <bx(t, s, y)x + o(x2

\ t \)

where

(5.5)

<í>0(0,5,.v)=[C,(>0

+ iC2(>>)]5/í+1,

4>x(0,s,y) = 0.

Substituting (5.4) into (5.1) and setting x = 0 we obtain

(5.6)

3,<i>0
- a(0, t, s, y, 1 + </>,,3^, 3^0) + id/j>0
-ib(0,t,s,y,l

+^,,3^0,3^0)

+ /'g(0, t, 5, y, 1 + <#>,,
3s</>0,
3>,<i>o)
= 0.
Expanding the functions a, b and g about a = 0, tj = 0 and using (4.5)-(4.7) and the
homogeneity of g, we can write equation (5.6) in the form

3,<i>0
+ idfo + ig(0, t, 5, y, 1,0,0)(1 + *,)
(5.7)

+ (terms with second degree factors in ds4>0,3 ^>0)
+ (terms with factors tds<b0or (3^)

= 0.

Now substituting in (5.7) the expansion of <f>0
in t and s and the expansion (4.24) for
g, and then successively setting to zero the coefficients of the terms of degree
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— 1, we easily conclude that the expansion of </>0
must begin with terms of

degree k + 1. Thus
(5.8)

<i>0(r,5; y) = u(t, s; y) + iv(t, s; y)

+ (terms of degree > k + 2 in t and 5)
where u and v are real homogeneous polynomials of degree k + 1 in t and 5 with
coefficients analytic functions of y. Substituting (5.8) and (4.24) in (5.7) and
retaining only the terms of degree k we obtain

(5.9)

d,(u + iv) + ids(u + iv) + igk = 0.

Also substituting (5.8) in (5.5) we find that
(5.10)

(u + to) |,=0 = (C, + iC2)sk + x.

Separating the real and imaginary parts of (5.9) and (5.10) we have

(5.11)

«,"«,

= 0,

(5.12)

v, + us = -gk,

(5.13)

u\i=0=Cxsk+x,

(5.14)

H=0=C25*+1.

Eliminating u between (5.11) and (5.12) we find that v must satisfy the equation

(5-15)

»„ + »„ = -3,gjt-

We now use our assumption concerning equation (4.25) which implies that equation
(5.15) has a homogeneous solution with a strong minimum when (/, 5) = (0,0). Let
this solution be given by

(5.16)

v(t,s;y)=

2

cß(y)tJs'.

j + l=k+ 1

In order to satisfy (5.14) we must take
(5.17)

C2iy) = c0<k+xiy).

Substituting (5.16) in (5.11), integrating with respect to t and using (5.13) we find

(5.18)

u(t,s;y)

= Cxiy)sk+x+

2

-L-CjltJ"st-\

j + l=k+\

We will now determine C, by satisfying (5.12). First we find gk by substituting (5.16)
in (5.15), integrating with respect to / and using gk |,=0 = 0. Then we substitute in
(5.12) the resulting expression for gk and the expressions for v, and us from (5.16)

and (5.18). This yields

(5.19)

Cliy) = -J±-[chkiy).

From the uniqueness of solution of the Cauchy problem (5.11)—(5.14) we conclude
that if we choose C, and C2 according to formulas (5.17) and (5.19), then u and v
must be given by (5.16) and (5.18). Moreover, from the minimum property of v and
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(5.8), it follows that there is a constant £, > 0 such that

(5.20)

lmT.0(t,s;y)>K](t2

+ s2f

+ l)/2

near (t, s, y) = (0,0,0).
We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 5.1. From (5.4) we have
(5.21)

Re<i>= x(l + Re</>,) + Re</>0+ 0(x2|/|),

(5.22)

lm4> = x2 + lm(b0 + (Im<i>,)x + 6>(x2|i|).

Thus, when Re # = 0, it follows from (5.21) and (5.8) that
(5.23)

x = (terms of degree ^k+

lin t,s) + 0(x2|/|).

Substituting (5.20) and (5.23) in (5.22) and remembering that <i>,(0,
s, y) = 0, the
conclusion of the lemma follows immediately.
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